Product Data

BUCKET
BUDDIES

Industrial Cleaning Wipes
Ideal For Use In:
Industrial Facilities
Food Service
Institutions
Restaurants
Municipalities
Construction
Companies
Manufacturing
Facilities
Hospitals
Nursing Homes
Dentist Offices
Wastewater Treatment
Plants
Hotels and Motels
Public Buildings
Schools
Correctional Facilities
Office Complexes

ATCO's Bucket Buddies are a great
solution for all of your workplace
cleaning needs! These dry industrial
cleaning wipes allow you to build your
own wet wipe system for non-porous
surface sanitizing and disinfection,
surface preparation, maintenance
cleaning and countless other workarea applications. Just add your own
sanitizer, disinfectant, solvent, cleaner
or protectant to the roll of Bucket
Buddies in ATCO's re-usable Bucket
Buddies Dispenser. This build-yourown wiping system reduces chemicals
spills, reduces cost from using spray
bottles and provides a more uniform
application than shop towels and
sprays.

4 250 6" x 8" Wipes Per Roll (6 Rolls/
Case)

4 Compatible With Alcohol-Based
Sanitizers (ATCO's PRO-SAN) and
Quat-Based Disinfectants (ATCO's
SANTASTIC)

4 Ideal for Non-Porous Surface

Sanitizing, Disinfection, Surface
Preparation, Maintenance Cleaning
and Removal of Lubricants and
Transport Coatings

APPLICATIONS
ATCO's Bucket Buddies industrial cleaning wipes
allow you to build your own wet wipe system for nonporous surface sanitizing and disinfection, surface
preparation, maintenance cleaning and countless
other work-area applications. Just add your own
sanitizer, disinfectant, solvent, cleaner or protectant
to the roll of Bucket Buddies in ATCO's re-usable
Bucket Buddies Dispenser. This build-your-own wiping
system reduces chemicals spills, reduces cost from
using spray bottles and provides a more uniform
application than shop towels and sprays.
Areas of use for Bucket Buddies include: industrial
facilities, food service institutions, municipalities,
printing shops, office complexes, restaurants,
construction companies, manufacturing facilities,
hospitals, nursing homes, dentist offices, hotels and
motels, public buildings, schools, correctional facilities,
and wastewater treatment plants.

DIRECTIONS
Place one roll of Bucket Buddies industrial cleaning
wipes in ATCO's Bucket Buddies Dispenser and pour
in your solution of choice. Pull the center of the wipe
through the top hole for a custom wet wipe.

TECHNICAL DATA
Type:		
Industrial Cleaning Wipes
Appearance:
White
Count:		 250 Wipes Per Roll/6 Rolls Per
			Case
Size:			
6" x 8" Wipes
Compatability:
Alcohol-Based Sanitizers and
			
Quat-Based Disinfectants. Can
			
Also Be Used With Solvents,
			Cleaners and Protectants
Dispensing
System:		
ATCO's Bucket Buddies
			Dispenser #9154
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